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Background: It is now the last quarter of the year 2013. The holiday buying season is nearly upon 
us.  For consumer electronics manufacturers, this is it -- the first big push of what they hope like mad 
is “the next HD,” as in, not “the next 3D” - which means that within the same timeframe, someone, 
somewhere, will call the cable company with this question: “I just bought an Ultra HD1 television. 
What’s the cable package?” 
 
The challenges facing 4K are many, but they’re also a clear case of industrial déjà vu. The same 
problems, nearly identically, hobbled HDTV when it entered the marketplace in the early ‘00s: The 
cameras didn’t exist. The physical packaging - the form factors of DVDs - had to change and the 
options were bifurcated. Remember HD-DVD vs. Blu-Ray?  It took a ton of bandwidth to transport, 
relative to standard definition TV. You needed a new TV. From the land of connectors and cables, 
you first needed component video, then DVI, and finally HDMI cables.  
 
With the benefit of hindsight, it’s accurate, if slightly depressing, to levy this assessment: Cable 
hesitated on HDTV just long enough for DirecTV to grand-slam the marketplace. Remember? (I 
remember exactly where I was in the gym when I saw the DirecTV ad appear across a dozen 
treadmill screens. It was a “game ON!/uh-oh” moment.)  
 
For that reason, this Top Ten sidesteps the question of whether Ultra HD is destined to succeed, or 
doomed to the digital dustbin. For now, let’s just say it’s on. Then what? We spoke with top 
technologists at Comcast, ESPN, Fox Networks, HBO, NBC, Scripps, Time Warner Cable and 
Turner to get at the things that really matter about cable and 4K TV/ Ultra HD.  
 
Here we go: 
 
1. The loudest Ultra HD hue and cry will come from two distinct camps: CE manufacturers, 

naturally, and over-the-top video providers, like Netflix. Estimated shipments for Ultra HD 
sets, tracked by outfits like the Consumer Electronics Association, IHS iSuppli, and NPD 
DisplaySearch, indicate a slow start for the technology (see chart, below.) In part that’s because 
it’s expensive: More than $3,000 today, dropping to the $1,200 range in five years. 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
1 Note: Ultra HD is a brand name developed by the Consumer Electronics Association. It defines 
minimum performance attributes, however, compared to “4K” TV. 
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Projected Sales of Ultra HD/4K Televisions 
Source Projected Ultra HD Sales-2013 Projected Ultra HD Sales-future 
CEA 20k-25k 1 million by late ‘15 
IHS iSuppi 200K (LCDs) 4.6 million by 2018 
NPD DisplaySearch 500k 7 million by 2016 

Source: CTAM  

 
This is not to say that “4K-ish” sets won’t be in market by this holiday season. “4K-ish” because 
they can display a 2160p picture, but at cinematic rates (24 frames per second), not sports frame 
rates (60 frames per second). This is not “true” 4K, but rather includes mechanisms to upconvert 
any incoming signal to a sort of pseudo-4k. “To upconvert” means “to throw bits at,” which is 
“nowhere close to getting you the image or presence that you get by scanning (content) in 4K,” 
noted ESPN CTO Chuck Pagano. 

 
Meanwhile, companies like Netflix, Sony and others view 4K as more of an over-the-top play 
than a traditional TV play. Sony’s new “Video Unlimited 4K” download service, for instance, 
offers about 70 titles, so far. It requires a proprietary, $700 media player that comes loaded with 
10 movies and some 4K shorts.  A bundled package pairs the player with a $6,000, 65-inch Ultra 
HD set loaded with Netflix and HuluPlus. Each downloaded movie “weighs” about 45-60 
Gigabytes. Download time: Six hours. (Better check those byte caps!) 

 
Speaking of Netflix: CEO Reed Hastings said last month that 4K-capable tablets and PCs will fire 
up first with Ultra HD content, and that consumers will need a sustained 15 Mbps connection to 
stream it. (That’s 2-3x what it takes to deliver “regular” HD, depending on the compression 
method used – and the “sustained” part could indicate a subscription tier of 50 Mbps.) Netflix 
execs consistently say they want to be among the first to offer 4K content to consumers. 

 
2. 4K TV/ Ultra HD is a work in progress and involves the entire television eco-system. And 

just because the TVs are “ready” doesn’t mean everyone else is. If you think of television 
programming as a long line, with production at the far left, and the living room at the far right, 
here’s what’s going on: The tail (on the right) is wagging the dog (everything to the left.) 
  
Once again, consumer electronics equipment is ready for market long before the rest of the story 
is ready. The rest of story is the rest of the television eco-system: cameras, workflows, graphical 
overlays, tools, trucks, compression methods, decompression methods, bandwidth, connectors. 
It’ll get there, but not as quickly as the CE community with TV sets. 
 
By the time the rest of the TV eco-system is ready, 4K will likely be a feature of HD just as 3D is 
now. Whether or not it gets used depends on what happens with content development.  
 

3. So far, there’s no real evidence of “the next Blu-Ray,” for selling Ultra HD content on 
packaged media. Put simply, 4K-based content is too big for optical disc technologies, like Blu-
Ray. This, too, is reminiscent of the original HD transition. Remember? DVDs gave way to Blu-
Ray DVDs. This time around, the lack of a method to sell Ultra HD content in a packaged, 
physical form lends weight to the only alternative: To download the content, via IP (Internet 
Protocol). Online. 
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4. First production of the silicon needed by set-tops and gateways to decode 4K pictures is 

likely a summer 2014 event. Simultaneous with the rise of 4K TV/Ultra HD is the next big thing 
in video compression, known variously as “High Efficiency Video Codec,” or HEVC, and H.265. 
Typically, the encoding portion comes first (and was a big topic of tech talk during this year’s 
National Association of Broadcasters show.) Once that’s locked down – which could be a while, 
given the lack of an established “patent pool,” like MPEG-LA was for MPEG compression --  
decoder chips used in consumer devices can be spun.  
 

5. For that reason (#4), it’s feasible we could see a satellite 4K offering as early as next 
spring/summer. Let’s say that the DBS camp views 4K TV/Ultra HD as a way to go the next 
step with their services (because it is.) Let’s assume their playbook sounds like their HD 
playbook did (and like Netflix’s Ultra HD playbook), this time around: To be an early provider of 
Ultra HD content, over boxes that can decode it and present it to 4K screens.  
 
The DBS community enjoys substantially tighter control over the gear they put inside consumer 
homes than the cable industry, but the core of the set-top, everybody pretty much uses the same 
silicon. If they’re going to go this route, and based on what’s known about the chips they’ll need 
for their in-home CPE, DirecTV or DISH will hit the market with a 4K offering as soon as next 
summer. 

 
6. In one sense, 4K TV/Ultra HD is but a thinly veiled jam-down of home theater systems. 

Here’s why: Unless you buy a really, really big Ultra HD set (65 inches or larger), it will be difficult 
to discern the quality differences between it and really good HDTV. (Some debate this; best to 
go see for yourself. The 2014 CES is guaranteed to be festooned with Ultra HD sets.) 
 
Plus, as ESPN’s Pagano and others noted, distance still matters, in terms of how close or far you 
sit to view a TV screen. In the case of Ultra HD, that distance is 2x picture height from the 
screen. That’s pretty close. Positioning the couch 12 feet away from an Ultra HD TV? It won’t 
look much different than a really good HDTV. 

 
7. There’s more to a great picture than just resolution. Everyone tends to talk about 4K 

television in terms of improved picture resolution. That’s because the “4” in “4k” describes a 
picture that is four times the resolution of HD, achieved by doubling the horizontal and vertical 
quantity of pixels. (People tend to interchange “pixels” with “lines” – you’ll hear it both ways.) But 
there’s more to it, and this will become especially true as Ultra HD content (made from scratch) 
starts to enter the pipeline.  
 
What else is there? Higher dynamic range in video, which means brighter whites, deeper blacks, 
and smaller gradations of all the grays and colors in between. Twice the color gamut as today’s 
best HDTV – not quite the full range of colors that can be seen by the human eye, but close, with 
more vivid reds and greens. There’s also an opportunity to raise the frame rate (to 60 fps), for 
smoother motion, like for sports. And, audio improves, but industrial agreement on specifics is 
still missing.  
 
In general, then, what’s different and better about today’s Ultra HD/4K is the picture (four times 
the resolution), the color range (double), and the audio (better.) Just so you know. 
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8. One way to answer the “how do I get 4K TV cable service” is to blunt the message. A 
blunted message would go something like this: “That’s great, about your new Ultra HD TV! Your 
cable connection is fully compatible. For now, until TV and movie content gets made for it, your 
TV itself will handle upconverting the cable signal to Ultra HD.”  
 
In other words, acknowledge that people will be buying or receiving Ultra HD sets, explain the 
state of the developing marketplace, and punt to the built-in capabilities of the set. 

 
9. Current cable HD offerings have room for improvement. Harnessing it could be a way to 

drive the message. While it would cause obvious political problems to dismiss early Ultra HD 
TVs as “not really 4K,” the truth is, they’re not. That said, cable is well versed in how to irritate 
the consumer electronics industry (and vice versa), and such a plan carries predictable results.  

 
Another way to approach it could involve taking a page from Netflix, with its “superHD” branding. 
By more generously encoding existing HD content, apportioning more bandwidth, and shoring up 
workflows, cable is quite capable of offering a “bumped up” HD offering. This, however, will 
require collaboration with your product roadmap people…. 
 

10. Embrace Ultra HD / 4K display owners with quality and information. That means revisiting 
compression ratios with an eye toward pleasing those (most-vocal!) early-adopter consumers, 
because they’ll be the people buying 4K sets. (And, those sets make existing compression 
artifacts more visible.) Maybe it’s time to revisit those “knob settings” on existing encoding 
technologies, to find ways to make existing service offerings look better.  

Other things that contribute to quality and information: An educational campaign to retire 
component analog set-top box connections once and for all. Supplying HDMI cables. Revisiting 
channel guides that enable viewers to inadvertently stumble on standard definition (SD) 
channels. Selling to HDTV set owners, without cable HD service, the appropriate cable HD 
package. In short: A 4K group hug, until (if?) the real-deal 4K stuff comes along. Doing all of this 
just might boost existing HD penetration, too. 

 


